
YOLO 
Week 3 The Wise Speak Rightly. 
Mike Colaw  

Opening Prayer: 
Who needs a word from the Lord today? I want to pray for you.  

Series Overview: 
YOLO: You only live once. A series through Proverbs.  
 
Proverbs 1:7 
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise wisdom and instruction. 

• What is the “fear of the lord?” It's hard to translate some words. This is a phrase that 
can be difficult because of historical linguistic use. We can easily enough translate the 
words but to understand how they used it can be a little difficult. What if I was to write 
about my wife that “her eyes are an ocean,” then 5,000 years from now someone finds 
it.? They may be able to translate the phrase accurately but find it difficult to know 
exactly what I meant by “ocean.”  “Fear” is the same way. In this use it is majesty, to be 
captivated, like walking out of a wooded area and finding yourself immediately on the 
edge of a huge cliff.  It’s a fear that encompasses awe or amazement.  I felt this the first 
time I walked to the edge of the Grand Canyon.  

 
On week one, the series intro, we also introduced three characters.  

• The simple can't see.  
o Ignorant, impulsive. 

• The foolish can see but use their sight for selfish gain.  
o Conniving, manipulative, shrewd.  

• The wise are captivated by the one who can see it all.  
o Consistent, humble, patient, self-disciplined before God. 

 
Finally, we are using this whole series to point to this one truth.  

• Wisdom is a person, Jesus. You don't find wisdom, you build a relationship with Him. 

Week 2 The Wise Speak Rightly 
Proverbs 21-10:19  NIV 
“Sin is not ended by multiplying words, but the prudent hold their tongues. The tongue of the 
righteous is choice silver, but the heart of the wicked is of little value. The lips of the righteous 
nourish many, but fools die for lack of sense.” 
Proverbs 18:21 (ESV) 
“Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it will eat its fruits.” 
 
Things to observe from the text: 



• Notice the metaphor for good words is good food. Bad words are bad food. They make 
well and make sick.  

• Silence gives us the chance to think about what was said.   
• Who here is quick to speak? I am! My relationships are so much healthier when I 

make it my mission to listen and understand.  
• Don’t ask yourself, “Do I know what they said?”  
• Ask yourself, “Do I understand where they are coming from?”  

• Words bring forth both life and death.  
• This isn’t about cussing. It’s about what your words do. There are people who 

speak with high class but absolutely make death with their words. Moreover, I 
have known military people who don’t speak with high class but somehow they 
are engines of spiritual life.  

• Think fruit and root. Our words are a product of our heart.  
• The value of righteous speech reveals that it is wise to seek further the well from 

which it flows, whereas the speech of the wicked shows that such a pursuit is vain 
because the heart of such a person is of little worth. -Crossway Study Bibles 

  
What is the problem? 

• We have spiritually dead hearts. We may be religious but we need spiritual life!  
• Quick to speak.  

• Some people have something to say. Others just have to say something.  
• When we are looking for advice we often look for the person who is the loudest or most 

intelligent. It is incredibly dangerous to not pay attention to the condition of their heart.    
  
What is the solution?  

• Adopt a heart of gratitude and humility before God.    
• We won’t be able to truly speak wisely without a humble heart before God.  
• The condition of your heart will directly impact whether your words will bring life 

or death.   
• Make the development of your spiritual heart top priority. 

 
• Be aware of what you let in through your ears and send out through your mouth. 

Proverbs 18:21 (FSB): “will eat its fruits” It is unclear whether this is positive or negative. 
The ambiguity is likely intentional and probably meant to indicate the need to use 
caution both when speaking and listening. -Faithlife Study Bible.  

  
• We need to be aware of what we are saying. We also need to be aware of what we are 

listening to.  
o What are you letting in? What are you sending out? 
o We must intentionally walk away and intentionally listen in.  

  
• I want to speak to leaders for a moment.  

This is especially true of those in leadership. What environment are you creating by the 
words you allow to be heard? There are times to lift up a voice and silence one.  



 
Final Thoughts: 
The Simple, the Fool, and the Wise  

• The Simple just speak what’s on their mind.  
• The Fool manipulates for selfish gain. They are shrewd. Masters at posturing.  They are 

aware of what their words make and use that knowledge selfishly.  
• The Wise speak out of charitable love. They are aware of what their words make and 

want them to honor God.  
 
Speak Life: 
“Words matter a lot. They are unbelievably powerful.  
God created the world with words. You create your world with your words. God spoke the world 
into being and you do too. You make the world around you by what you say.  
Jesus came as the Word of God become flesh. The rescue of God to humanity is through the 
“Good News.”  We are to be bringers of this Good News too.” -Dawn Colaw 
  
About two weeks ago I had the opportunity to visit a friend from high school who is in a 
maximum security federal prison. Sunlight hasn’t touched his skin in about 5 years. He 
committed a crime that culture rightfully sees as detestable. You would think the weight of all 
this condemnation would have leveled his heart. Actually, it did. He was so low our Christ would 
sink that low to say I love you. In those walls of condemnation, he found life, he has found 
freedom. Before we left a group of us guys gathered around him and prayed. After we prayed I 
told him he was loved and matters. There is so much power in words.  
  
Godly words break chains, heal hearts, birth hope and lead people to heaven. What you choose 
to say or what you refuse to say have eternal impact. Speak life. Moreover, when we worship 
God we aren’t only turning towards Him, we are turning into Him, joining in the ever-growing 
process of making charitable love and enjoying it. All is done with words tied to a right heart.    

Next Steps: 
1. Ask God; “Father, please speak life into my heart.”  
2. Who is the Holy Spirit asking you to speak life into? What is He leading you to say?  
3. Today we will take communion. While you are coming forward I want to draw you into 

the story of God. What His words of love made. He calls you to the table of this love too. 
(So will I youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2U7ffUM5Ec)  
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